FAQ's

WHO IS LOGIC?
WHY DISPOSABLE?
WHY RECHARGEABLE LOGIC POWER SERIES?
WHY IS LOGIC CONSIDERED BREAKTHROUGH TECHNOLOGY IN THE ECIG INDUSTRY?
WHO IS LOGIC FOR?
HOW DOES LOGIC WORK?
WHERE CAN I SMOKE LOGIC?
DOES LOGIC PRODUCE SMOKE?
WHICH FLAVORS DOES LOGIC COME IN?
HOW MANY DIFFERENT LEVELS OF NICOTINE DOES LOGIC OFFER?
WHAT ARE THE INGREDIENTS IN LOGIC?
HOW LONG DOES LOGIC LAST?
HOW DO I USE LOGIC?
SHOULD LOGIC BE USED TO QUIT SMOKING?
IS MY ONLINE PURCHASE VIA CREDIT CARD SECURE?
ARE ALL LOGIC PRODUCTS SHIPPED FOR FREE?
DOES LOGIC HAVE MONEY BACK GUARANTEE?
WHERE DO RETURNS GET SHIPPED?
HOW DOES THE RECYCLING PROGRAM WORK?
CAN I CHARGE MY DISPOSABLES?
HOW LONG SHOULD I CHARGE MY BATTERY BEFORE I USE MY POWER SERIES?
WILL MY BATTERY FOR MY POWER SERIES LAST FOREVER OR WILL I NEED TO GET MORE?
WHAT DO I DO IF MY PRODUCT SEEMS TO BE DEFECTIVE, OR IS NOT WORKING AS EXPECTED?
WHY RECHARGEABLE LOGIC POWER SERIES?

WHO IS LOGIC FOR?

WHERE CAN I SMOKE LOGIC?

LOGIC has no second hand smoke or odor, which makes it easy to smoke anywhere, anytime. Some public places at this time do not allow Electronic Cigarettes and one must abide by their own city and state regulations.
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